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REMEM BER

THING '8

Universities invilted

City asks housi ng meeti ng

M 'George Bundy will be featured
guest at the Second Karl T. C ompton
Seminar October 16 at 7:30 pm in
Kresge. Dr. Max Millikan will be
moderator, and panelists include Ithiel
deSola Poole, Noam C homsky, and
Eric Hansen.

Tickets will be issuedM onday at 10
am in the Lobby of Building 10, two to
a customer,M lT ID required.

!

Ion rally
Harvard-Radcliffe, Emmanuel,
Northeastern, and BU. Several MIT
demonstrations had been organized,
and a spot check revealed that others
had gone down by themselves. Random
polling indicated that the students had
a number of reasons for attending the
rally. "Curiosity" was perhaps the most
common, although many complained
that they had been unable to hear
anything. Also prevalent was the
feeling that the students had a moral
duty to demonstrate because "I detest
everything the man stands for." Among
other reasons for attending were "See a
modern Fascist," "Heckle Wallace, so
that he gets a feeling of the opposition
to him," '"I came to laugh a lot and be

(please turn to page 9)

demonstrations had been planned.
Attempting to counter the heckling,
Wallace retorted, "Let me autograph
your sandals" and "I can dish it out
too."

College students predominate

A large group of protestors from
the Resistance, the majority of them
from BU, conducted a sit-in near the
center of the crowd, obstructing the
movement of a number of Wallace
supporters and those Wallace signs
which were in evidence were large?
professionally-printed.. .Small groups
gathered around a number of Wallace
supporters, and several minor scuffles
ensued.

Among the colleges which had large
contingents present were MIT,

By Joseph Kashi
George Wallace encountered the

largest crowd of his campaign to date
as he finished a New England campaign
tour with a 5:30 rally on the Boston
Common Tuesday. A rush hour crowd
of about 15,000, the majority
demonstrating college students,
jammed the area around Parkman
bandhell to hear the third party
candidate for the Presidency speak.

Estimates placed 'the Wallace
supporters in the'minority, as shouts of
"Sieg Heil," "Go Home," and "Fascist
,Pig" occasionally drowned Wallace's
speech in the front rows. No New
issues or proposals were evident in
Wallace's speech which followed the
standard fare of "Law and Order,"
national defense, and repression of
"anarchy."

-Wallace continually heckled
Loudspeakers had been placed

somewhat to the rear of the main
body, as it was filled with anti-Wallace-
demonstrators. The heckling reached
its greatest height when Wallace said,
"When I'm elected President, I'll put an

its end to this anarchy."
The outer edges of the crowd

consisted mainly of working people
stopping by during the rush hour.
Random sampling of this group
indicated that most had merely come
to hear the American IndependentS Party candidate, and didn't necessarily
support George Wallace. The
demonstrations during Walace's speech -

hias were generally confined to heckling
nted which appeared to have started
d by spontaneously, although many orderly
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Opposition to the nominations tfr Coop officers for the coming year
uIted in the formulation of a second slate of nominees which will be preset
the election meeting October 20. Traditionally the slate elected is presentec
estockholders, officers, and directors. The new slate however consists prima
students from IHarvard with representation from Radcliffe andM IT.

Community orientation

Action towards drafting a second slate of nominees was started by theP hillips
ooks House at Harvard. Wesley Profit, president of the group,'told The Tech
It the time was right for students to exercise their option to take part in the

0ons. 'Our primary aim," saidP rofit, "is to make the Coop more active and
;pnsive to the community around it." The new slate of nominees has proposed
yeral ways in which theCoop might become more community oriented. Hiring
lcies in particular have been singled out as the greatest offender. There are at
sent few Negro salesmen and no Negroes in managerial positions. The new
didates propose job training sponsored by the Coop for its own potential
dnnel as well as for the training of people who might eventually work

ewhere after suitable training. They also propose using some of the Coop's
plus money (i.e. funds that would go towards membership rebates) to help
rmunity housing and education by simply giving members a smaller per
tage rebate. Finally, a proposal has been made to unionize Coop personnel

are known in some cases to receive as little as 31.45/hr. All such attempts in
past have been met with strong reprisals from theC oop. 'Caommunity reaction

these proposals," saysP rofit, "have been extremely favorable."

Student posts

There has been considerable concern over how student posts on the
ent slate were selected. Apparently standard procedure has been for Dean
hamP ounds of the School of Management to select an outstanding student
m the classes to be represented on the slate. The nominee's names must then be
lroved by the office of the Dean of Students and the UAB after which they are
ered on the slate. The inequities inherent in such a system have also placed this
e high on the list of targets for revision in the months to come.

Refunds available
Whatever the outcome of a possible election fight, patronage refunds for
rchases made during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1968 will be available

(please turn to page 11j

Boston police and student demonstrators,

"1. That the City Council require
universities and other non-profit
institutions located in Cambridge to
Imake public their plans for the future
growth and development of their
facilities.

"2. Resolved that there be
a moratorium on the sale or transfer of
all land owned by the City of
Cambridge until such time as a survey
on the need of housing be completed
and recommendations implemented.

"3. That the City Council direct the
appropriate public agency to develop
an inventory of ah land presently
vacant, unimproved, orunderdeveloped,
and that the Council adept in regard to
such land the public policy that where
the development of such land falls
withing the jurisdiction of any public

-body, such as the Cambridge
Redevelopment Authority, the
Cambridge Zoning Board of Appeals,
etc., the public body in its
deliberations shall give first preference
to the development of low-cost housing
for the elderly on such land and shall
explore every means of fostering such
development.

"4. That the City Council explore
every means of using its legislative and
taxing powers to aid the development
of low-cost housing and to curtail the
escalation of rents in Cambridge, and

. these means shall include rent control,
inverse taxation on unimproved land,
zoning ordinances, etc."

The presidents of Harvard and MIT
were asked to meet with Cambridge
residents in a special session of the
Cambridge City Council to discuss the
crisis in Cambridge housing for the
elderly. The Council made the request
at its meeting on the night of October
8

Luke Agneta, Vice-Chairman of the
Co-ordinating Committee, told the
council that MIT had agreed promptly
to a request for the meeting. He
related, however, that President Pusey
of Harvard had written that he and
the Fellows of the University "do not
meet with groups outside the
University."

Special meeting
Date for the special meeting of

Coordinating Committee with City
Council has been set for Tuesday,
October 15, at 7:30 pm in Cambridge
City Hall. The meeting is open to
residents of Cambridge. At the
meeting, the Council will act on four
requests by the Committee:

By Bob Dennis
Professor Paul A. Samuelson of the Economics
patment discounted the gloomy predictions of many of
c0ntemporaries Tuesday afternoon as he spoke in the

de Puerto Rico before about 350 students from the
vard Business School and the Sloan School of

Appropriate speaker
As Dean Abraham Siegel of the Sloan School noted in
introduction, Professor Samuelson was an appropriate
aker for this, the first in a series of joint meetings
wen students of the two schools, since he had received
Ph.D. from Harvard and gained national distinction here
. IT, where he now holds the esteemed position of
~tute Professors

trfessor muelson began on a humorous note,
in that he had no reservations about disclosing his

'"OmiC outlook since, at 4:15, the stock markets were
Y closed and would not open again until Thursday.

rChastising his fellow economists who preface their
Its with '"This is an unusual year," he then himself

ed, "But this is a REALLY unusual year!"

The "fashionable" view
e discussed how it was the "fashionable" view for
economists who cried that the economy was badly

heating er this year to now express fear that the tax
ha-udget cut act might bring about an overkill.-

( MinuslY foresee such recessionary processes as
Q~dUnemployment (from 3Y217o to over 451o) and an

]inof profits.

[0fe~smr Samuelson offered three reasons for his stand

Paul L. Samuelson,
the fashionable and
economists about this

Institute Professor, discussed
unfashionable views held by
"REALLY unusual year."

Protesters acee Ta'l ace
Com-Ilrrin mnassive

.at/ace succeeds
in Hub confrontastion

By Steve Carhart and Carson Agmew
George C. Wallace came to Boston to be heckled, and he was not disappointed.

Thousands of students could not resist the temptation to demonstrate their
revulsion toward the man who is at once the most ridiculous and the most
dangerous force in American politics, and by turning out they may indeed have
given Wallace the "million votes" he claimed.

Appears respectable
Wallace, throughout his speech, tried to appear respectable. HIe carefully laid

the groundwork for his role as the Defender of Americanism from the hordes of
unwashed anarchists and Communists by elaborately concedirng the heckler's right
to dissent. But he would then provoke the crowd by using phrases he knew would
make them react (such as his repetition of the phrase "when I become
President"), and direct the press and other media present to focus their cameras
on some of the less washed demonstrators near the platform. Surprisingly, the
press obeyed his orders.

So, all across the country, the television shots show shouting, leftist students
(please turn to page 9)~~~~.......C.. _. . ... .. ,. ................ - .~ , _. 9~

bei slat-e o 0fficers
eeks new Co0p paicie 

amnel. son VI1,.ezws econoin
against this standard forecast. First, federal expenditures
cannot be accurately predicted; he related how, in "this
secretive administration," even some government
economists were not completely informed on actual
developments. Second, the money supply grew rapidly in
July and the Federal Reserve seems to be continuing this
trend. Last, retail sales hiave been better than expected-the
tax increase has yet to show any pronounced effect in this
area. (please turn to page 10)
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To local races 
Peace .orn. SI

Pea~ce worker-s .sh'ift-ai m
an information booth for thei
campaign, selling tickets for the rall
and trying to sell their candidates t
the public.

To- run the booth, distribut
posters, and plan the campaign, th
PAC needs about 40 active members o
campus. Alas, only 20- turned: out f¢
the meeting.

By Jim Roxle

Wednesday evening a group of M IT
MC._thy supporters met in the
Student Center to discuss- possible
courses of action they could take in the
campaign. Since McCarthy refuses to
run as arn independent, the emphasis
has shifted from support on the
national level to support on the local
lead for those. candidates whose views
resemble McCarthy' s.

Chandler Stevens, an independent
liberal running for Congress, has
received the backisg of this' infant-
organization, the Political Action
Committee. The PAC is a coordinated
effort by students of five," area
campuses- MIT, Harvard, BU,
Brandeis, and Tufts 

Movies planned
To raise funds for their candidates,

members of PAC will show a Movie,
"To Die in Madrid,"' at all five
campuses. -Accompanying the film will
be two shorts on Kennedy and
McCarthy.

With the funds they raise, they will
conduct a vote-raising cmapign with a
four-step plan. Advertising starts the
show with 5,000 posters and ,15,000
letters being circulated to-, local
students. On weekends during October,
the PAC will canvas the district with
200-300 students which they will pick

colleges. After a day of political
questions and answers the PAC will
hold a -mixer for all the students
involved. -- . '

'. ally planned 
On October 25, there wih be a rally

featuring Eugene McCarthy and other
political figures backing Stevens.'Back
on the MIT campus, the PAC will run

shopllIf tng
the Coop's bylaws, the rebate paid ma
not exceed the' year's earnings. Sine

w of the paymentof the maximnum rate woul
will be violate this bylaw, the Coop was force

n charge to pay the low'errate. · '
,e'upper -. · Shoplifting
and 7o. The Coop has long been plagued b
chandise shoplifting. Acoording to klhn Morail

perative general manager of the Coop, the Coo
hat the is stiffening its antishopliftin
Internal measures. The campaign includes suc
uires all measures as -ciosed-circuR'It
aimum co njunction with this, the Coop is als
the end attempting to reduce internal theft an
earning s accounting effo-s.
.ding to

Monday at the cashier's window
Tech Coop. The ratl of refund
.8% on cash purchases and 6% om
purchases, in oontrast with th
limit set June 30, 1968 of-9%
Al Zavelle, general merc
manager of the Harvartd Coo
Society told The -Tech th
discrepancy resulted from an
Reyenue Service rule that req~
cooperatives to post their m;
rate of patronage refund before
of the fiscal year when actual (
cannot be determined. Accor

up in-rented busses from participating

-m
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Apart we're not much.
fact.

Together we're a team
greatest. The Aerospace

-Wodld's'largest scienc
neering organization...

Enrollin the. Air Fnc
gram on Campus. You i
for-financial assistance
instruction while you're

In. fact, let's get togetl
over grts-they couId
tuition,: books, :and give
a month, :

W 'hen you-graduate, 
officer'...;you'can' comb
engineer, lawyer or B.A.-
an. exciting Space-Age-c

You'll know exactly w
.. - .: :. -

.going. 
Together, there's prac

ing we can't do.
Even fly.

The-Eberhard Faber TR35 porous-point pen
Awon'tdry up even when uncapped
for weeks. Yet ink dries instantly On paper.
Thanks to our Perma-MoistT" Point.
You get pressure-free writing action to
the last ink drop. Black, blue, red, green,
yellow, orange, brown, purple .,
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National debate .-touraimeWnt
to be sponsored by Institute

MIT wilg host its 'annual National Intercollegiate Debate Tourna'ment this'
weekend. Starting Friday night fifty .teams from thirty schools will begin ight
qualifying rounds. The sixteen teams' with-the best records after these rounds will
compete in single-elimination rounds starting Sunday morning. Interested students
are invited to attend the Sunday rounds beginning at 9:00 am in the MIT Student
Center. 

The MIT tournament is the first national tournament of the season; the best.
college -teams in the country willn .be'Participating includiig- University' of
Southern California; :Northwestern University, Oberlin-Collee, University of
Houston, and: Havard Ufiiyersity.- The teams will-debate the resolution', resolved:
that executive:control of foreign policy should be-significantly curtailed.

The Contes-ts will be judged by critics from participating scho61s, qualified
Harvard Law and Fletcher School' students. Being :the host school, MIT will be
ineligible for awards and wil not compete in -the 'elimination rounds

e . . . . . .,
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By John Dulcey -

'The only way: to crack -this
ation," stated Carl Braden to a
11 group Tuesday evening, "ir to
nize the lower income people. Poor'

;ks and poor whites must: work
ether." The situation is racism and
erty; the man is the director of
EF - Southern Conference
cational Fund.
Starting with his topic of "White
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such as raising the minimum wage to
three or four dollars. This would raise
the yearly income to $5,000.

In answer to how the North can be
organized, Braden stated that the first
step is to study the present system in
the Boston area. When the interplay of
the forces in power is precisely known,
his organization will send experts in
organizing the movement to the
metropolitan area and discuss the
means. of achieving it with any
interested group of persons. They,
through a series of work shops and
discussion groups, wll then be
prepared to' take over the positions of
authority with the support of the
common people. Thus, the organizing
will eventually lead to a democratic
control similar to that in Sweden but
greater in extent.

The two-hour talk and discussion is
one of Mr. Braden's stops on a tour of
the New England states. He has visited
the central Massachusetts campuses of
Amherst, Smith and University of
Massachusetts, and. is now heading for
New York. He will speak again at the
Institute on October 16.
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that they know the Black liberatior
nmovement is making this a democratic
society

Wallace counterrevolution

He also attacked George Wallace for
being the spearhead of a
counterrevolution. '"Wallace wants to
build a right wing base, he is pulling the
American political spectrum to the
right." Illustrating his talk with
parallels to the Hitler movement,
Braden noted that "Wallace has
selected his goering in LeMay."

The way to stop the movement and
to get democratic control, said Braden,
is to organize. The lower income
people must be organized into' an
effective power. Within past ten yrs.
rudiments of the organization have
been manifested in numerous
organizations such as the SDS, SNCC,
CORE and Braden's own SCEF.

: "Organize"
After a brief history of SCEF,

Braden proceeded to outline two main
projects: to organize the 10,000,000
people in the Appalachain Mountains.
10% of whom earn no income at all;
and GROW - Grass Roots Organizing
Work. For these tasks, Braden is
seeking 50,000 organizers. They will

Mans Stake in Black Liberation,"
Braden listed the press and government
as the chief impediments to freedom
for all Americans. 'For example,- he
cited the voting block.of Southern
senators who-he says stop social
welfare to common people. He accused
the news media of witholding and
slanting news about the Liberation
movement. The media, he explained,
are trying to get the public to oppose
the movement. The reason, he says, i,

P.hoto by Jonan... Borsc..Photo by Jonathan Borschow
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Carl Braden, Director of the Southern Conference Educational Fund,
spoke in the Student Center on the current activities of the SCEF.

recolonize the South, and finally,
according to the plan, takeover the
majority of Congress.

Once in power the new organization
would limit profits of corporations to
five-percent. This five percent ceiling is
all that Braden, feels they need for
operation. The remainder of the profits
would be taxed for wefare projects,

Just before the party begins, tap
your beer. First, make sure the

beer faucet is closed (you wouldn't
want to waste a drop of Beechwood
Aged Bud!). Then, insert the faucet-
and-pump unit into the upper valve
of the keg, give it a quarter turn
clockwise, and lack it in place by
tightening the lower wing nut.

Next, insert the lager tap
in the- lower valve of the

keg and give it a quarter turn.
Now, set the keg upright in a
tub and pack ice around it.

5i/
You're now ready to draw
beer. Pump pressure to the

proper point for good draw,
usually about 15 lbs. That's- all
there is to it, but there's no rule

against sampling just to make
sure everything is perfect.
Ahhhhh! It's no wonder you'll

Pick up a half-barrel of Buds
(good for about 245 12-ounce cups

... with foam) and the tapping equip-
ment on the day of the party. Just
set the beer in a tub of ice to keep
it cold.

I

I

find more taverns with theB i famous "Bud on Draught" sign
than any other!

T

o TAMPA · HOUSTON · COLUMVBUOS
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ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. ·ST. LOUIS * NEWARK · LOS ANGELES

n urges organiztion of lowerinome groups, r, i rmn O.
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(and tie into the best reason in the world to drink beer)
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The Rll-lew

e~cnmpusuCRREER
The in guide to- groom-
ing and grooving for the
college man-in-the-
know and on-the-go.
With such features as:
r Your Fall/ Winter-

Wardrobe: What's In.
[ Choosing A Career:

The Right Job For
You.

• Gary Beban: -s The
Heisman a Jinx?

[ Tips on Shaving, Side-
burns, & Beards.

X Co-Ed Roommfates:
Extra-Curricular Cam-
pus Capers.

[ A Post-Graduate Dis-
course With Dustin
Hoffman. ' 

~lmm ..m.. mmm.... ... m mm m m m m m m

NOW ON SALE FOR $1
at newsstands and lead-
ing men's stores, or
send $1 to: GQ Campus
& Career, Dept. N, 488
Madison Avenue, N.Y.,
N.Y. 10022.
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$ oriet
Next Monday evening at sundown marks the

inauguration of the Jewish holiday of Simhat Torah
(rejoicing of the Law) which carries a special
significance for the Jews of Russia. Every other day
of the year they suffer persecution, discrimination,
and oppression with nary a whimper in reply, but
on this day, Soviet Jewry, especially youths of high
school and college age openly demonstrate their
defiance of authority and unwillingness to succumb
to the spiritual genocide being inflicted on them.
For the last several years, young Soviet Jews have
flocked to the few remaining synagogues (over
30,00 came to the Moscow synagogue alone last
year) to celebrate this holiday by singing and
dancing as Jews do around the world and to show
their rulers that the spark of Judaism is still burning
within them. To understand the significance of this
act, one must appreciate what it means to be a Jew
In the U.S.S.R.

Jews have a singular status under Soviet law. A11
other people withing the Soviet Union are classified
by nationality (i.e. Ukrainian, Uzbek, Russian)
while-the Jews are classified as being both a religious
group and a nationality. Thus, they are immediately
singled out by the word "Ivrei" on their internal
passport. If they were treated as just another
nationality, this might be acceptable, but they are
not. There is not one remaining Yiddish theater,
daily newspaper, publishing house, or school within
the Soviet Union, whereas prior to Stalin's purge of
leading Jewish intellectuals in 1948 the Yiddish
culture flourished. There is a once-in-awhile
monthly magazine, called "Sovietish Heimland",
which spouts the party line in Yiddish. The number
of synagogues decreased by a factor of
approximately 10 (500 to 58) from 1956 to 1967.
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Front page photo of anti-Wallace crowd by Jon Borschow.
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: Jewry
Thus, there is one synagogue for each 50,000 Jews
remaining in the Soviet Union (that's about like
having 20 churches for all the Catholics in the
Greater Boston area). No religious artifacts,
especially prayer books, have been produced and
distributed in the Soviet Union since 1921. Other
religious groups fare much better inside the Iron
Curtain so it cannot be said that this is merely an
expression of general religious repression.
Nationality groups with 150,000 member or less
for instance the Kazakhs, Uzbeks, or Gypsies, as
contrasted to 3,000,000 Jews, are encouraged to
maintain a national theater, daily newspaper,
schools and to publish prolifically. Many Jews were
among the leaders of the Bolshevik Revolution in
1917 and the Communist Party in later years. In the
last two decades they have all somehow
mysteriously disappeared. One general, one
physicist (the late Lev Landau), as well as a few
others, were allowed to remain in their position and
serve as showpieces. There are only 24 Jewish
members of the Supreme Soviets and legislatures of
the 25 Soviet republics and autonomous regions
where Jews used to be quite active in local and
national politics. At one time, upward of 20% of the
enrollment at universities and other institutionl'of
higher learning was' Jewish. Now the percentage of
Jews enrolled at such groves- of academe has shrunk
to below their percentage of the total population. It
is becoming increasingly difficult, precisely because
of this educational discrimination, for Jews to enter

professions, the military, and the diplomatic corps,
or to other top level positions within the Soviet
Union. In the few instances when Jews are arrested
for crimes, the names and addresses of the Jew's
family, relatives, and friends are published. This is
not done to persons of any other nationality.

The situation has become increasingly worse
since the Arab-Israeli War of 1967. In addition there
has been a violent outbreak of vitriolic
anti-Semitism in Poland which for a number of
years had followed a laissez-faire policy toward its
Jewish citizens. We find Jews being slowly
eliminated from the minds of the Soviet citizens
through the simple expedient of not mentioning
them in the press and vigorously discriminating
against them in education, employment, cultural,
and religious affairs. Thiis situation is the classical
prototype of the manner in which a totalitarian
society prepares for the elimination of an unwanted
segment of the population.

This is precisely what Hitler did in the 1930's and
1940's even though his goal was physical
extermination whereas the goal in this case appears
to be spiritual genocide. At that time, the'American
public, from President Roosevelt on down did
nothing but sit on its collective hands in apathetic
silence. The plain, documented fact is that the
American government did not lift one finger to save
a single Jew in World War II even when it could have
done so without jeopardizing the safety of our
fighting men at the front.Twenty-five years later we
find ourselves acquiescing in the commission of the
same crime of silence which our parents committed.
It is time, long past the right time, for all of us, Jew
and non-Jew like, to speak out in one unified voice.

There is a rally being held on the Boston
Common this Sunday afternoon, October 13, at
2:00. The rally will begin on the steps of the State
House and proceed to the Parkman Bandstand. This
is not an anti-Communist venture, but rather a
pro-Soviet Jewry effort. We think is is time for the
students of this campus to speak out and break the
bonds of silence. We urge you to attend the rally for
Soviet Jewry this Sunday.

Peter FPeckarsky '68

For MIT Hillel

Pickets
Two of the three major contenders for the

Presidency have now visited Boston. Both of them
have received greetings marked by shouting,
picketing, and heckling. The third candidate is
scheduled to visit the city on October 14. The equal
time rule should be applied to this situation.
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World a
counselors, the service answers
questions dealing with diresions toe
buildings, lost ID cards, sexWI
problems, and other everyday itemns.
During the first five months of
operation, the service received 6,324
calls. 

Student involvement hit the[
University of Maryland hard last week.[
Darryl Hagy and several other members!
of- the Student '.Governenti
Association conducted the first SGAt
Press Conference. Speaking to an
audience of 4 students, 2 reporters, and 
1 photographer, Hagy opened the 
meeting by saying that "Nobody canR
change the world today as wet as the
students." 

With all the men's schools finally i
-admitting co-eds, leave it to Vassar to 
turn the tables and decide to admit~
men. After the proposed "marriage ' of
Yale and Vassar was aborted, the[
college trustees chose to integrate men a
completely into the Vassar educationg [
scene by 1975. The plan, not yet
formally adopted, calls for a student!
body of 1200 men and 1200 women.:
Tough luck for the Yalies...

And finally, the University of 
MPinnesota Daily won a battle of it i
own against censorship when the Boad 
in Control of Student PublicationsX
adopted a 'hands off"' policy inregard
to the paper. The incident stemmed
from an issue covering in detail a
demonstration in which four-letter
words appeared in both the article and 
a picture of tie event. In the decision, i
the Board stated, "We have faithin the -
maiurity and judgement of students.
We do not believe they are going to0e 
corrupted by an honest attempt to
report an event, however distasteful." 
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By Greg Behar dt
"To be a radical in Minneapolis,

Minn. is a contradiction in
terms,"observed a member of the
Students for a Democratic Society at
the University of Minnesota. Agreeing
with him were two writers for CBS
television who were preparing a
documentary on the angry young
student. After spending two hours with
campus leaders trying to unearth the
issue that would start the revolution at
Minnesota, one of the writers finally
exploded: "Well, just tell me one thing.
They do have sex here, fight?" And the
meeting ernded' up with an argument
about whether a national Students for
Wallace campaign would be an effective
radical strategy.

Speaking of Wallace, the Alabama
wonder in a New York Times interview
stated his views on nuclear
proliferation: "Well, of course, I think
it would be good to stop the
proliferation of nuclear Weapons. But
of course, the signing of & treaty
doesn't, necessarily mean the
Communists will abide by the treaty,
because they will proliferate if they
want to and nonproliferate if they
don't want to' proliferate."

The New England colleges were
surveyed by some outfit called the
College Rater. Ranked solely on the
basis of ability of students and faculty,
the survey listed in order Harvard,
Yale. Wesleyan, MIT, Amherst,
Williams, and on down the line.
Wesleyan? Come on now, boys...

The University of- Texas- has
installed a telephone Emergency
Counseling and Referral Service.
Manned -seven days a week and
twenty-four hours a day by trained
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.· ':: 11By Dean Roller

The Bose Corporation of East
tic has recently stunned the
,dile world by introducing a new

pt in speaker systems. Chairman
he Board is D)r. Amar G. Bose (V1),
founded the company some four
s ago to explore the two facets of

field that have been the center of
research at MIT since 1956,

usticsand power processing.
New innovation

The Bose 902 speaker system has
n given top ratings by all hi-fi
gazines. Each speaker encloses nine

inch speaker cones, eight of which
located at the back. In addition
e is an electronic equalizer, which

a small control box that adjusts the
bre of high and low tones. Having
t of the speakers in the rear results

the listener hearing the sound off the
alls rather than directly, a sort of

ncert hall effect. The Bose speaker
as one of two major "hits" at the

nstitute of Hih Fidelity Music Show
New York last week.
Prof. Bose founded the company in

1964, citing as his business philosophy,

"Ultimate success is based primarily
upon people and I have gone all out to
get the best." Bose credits the new
innovation in stereo systems to the
quality of his employees, a very large
percentage of whom are MIT graduate

students. In several ways, Bose feels he
has arecruiting advantage over most
companies because of his teaching
duties which allow him to detect young
talent. "It's not a matter of money that
attracts bright young men, it's the
challenge."

Business philosophy
F;or sometime Bose has believed in

the philosophy that "superiority" is
always the mark of the small company
rather than of the large business
concern. He reasons that the greater
the margin of superiority, the less
trouble a new company runs into early
marketing efforts. In addition, since
among the competition are giant
companies such as TRW and
Westinghouse, the only way a small
company can survive is on better ideas.

No Financial troubles
The Bose Corp. has already

acquired several government contracts

I

t

l
I Light 7, an exhibition of some 85 works by 75 different artists is

currently showing in Hayden Gallery. The selection was made from
several hundred photographs submitted, and we can assure you that these
pictures of the pictures do not do them justice. The show will be here
through November 10.

Group departures Fri., Dec. 20 and Sat., Dec. 21
Return Sun., Jan. 5 (or any day between Jan. 1 and Jan. 19)

MEET PEOPLE IN THE CALIFORNIA RUSH -
MIXED TRAVEL GROUPS

MIT - WELLESLEY - HARVARD- RADCLIFFE - BRANDEIS- TUFTS
PINE MANOR - SIMMONS - BABSON - WHEELOCK - AND OTHERS

OTHER SPECIAL CHRISTMAS FARES:
Portland and Seattle: $224.00 round trip

Groups to Europe:
London: $223.00 - Paris: $243.00 - Zurich: $261.00

LIMITED SPACE - RESERVE YOUR SPACE NOW!!!!

HERITAGE TRAVEL, INC.
238 Main Street ask for

Cambridg next to MIT at Kendall Square

Corporation
holds elections
By Ray Azzi

mbers were recently elected Institute of Technology and the
visiting committees. These C o m m i tt e e for Economic

,s are intended to be Development.
-gathering bodies for the Also elected for a five year term
poration, a non-profit was Frank R.M illiken who received his
on which governs the S-B, in mining engineering fromM IT in

1934. He is a member of the American
ost important of these Institute of Mining, Metallurgical and

to the general student Petroleumrn Engineers, the M ining and
he visiting committee on M etallurgical Society, the National
ffairs. In past years the Industrial Conference Board, and the
[fairs committee has been Business Council of Washington, D.C.
specific topic or topics by He served as an alumni term member of

ation but this year there is the M IT corporation from 1962 to
format as yet or is there 1967.

.o be one. Instead the Henery E. Singleton received his
vwill investigate student S.B. and SM. degrees in electrical

udent views of the Institute engineering in 1940 and an Sc.D.
- In addition to this the degreeinelectrical engineeringin 1950.
plans to have more student He is chairman of the Board and Chief
nt when it meets on Executive Officer of Teledyne, Inc. He
and 9 this year. is a trustee of the John Thomas Dye

>oration also heldelections School and the Westlake School for
.cted as 3 life member was Gils and is a member of the !nstuitite
ont, Jr., who received an of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
chanical engineering from Eta Kappa Nu, and Sigma Xi. He will
3 and is a trustee of the be a term member for five years.

School, the Mt. Cuba Elected for five years was Gregory
ii Observatory, Inc., and Smith who received the S.B. and SM.
Wilmington Development degrees in chemical engineering from

: has been a special term MIT in 1930 and 1931. He became
the M ITC orporation since president of the Eastman Ge;atine

Corporation in 1957. He is director of
E. Hartmann was elected as the Salzburg Seminar in American
ear term member. M r. Studies, Cambridge, the M ass. Dental
received a B.-Arch. from Service Corp., the Warren Five Cent
38 and joined the firm of Savings Bank, Peabody, the George
)wings, and Merrill in 1945 Eastman House, Rochester, and the
general partner in 1951 He World Affairs Council, Boston, and is a
of'theChicago Association president of the Board of the J.B.

ce and Industry, the Illinois Thomas Hospital,P eabody, a trustee of
,and is a trustee of the Art the Salemn Hospital, a member of the
>f Chicago, the Illinois Robert Breck Brigham Corp.

New mer
to the M IT
committee
information
M IT cor :
organizati
Institute.

The mc
committees
body is tl
Student Af
Student Af
limited to a
the Corpora
no specific
intended t
committee
plans and st
in general.
committee 
involvenme
December 8

The Corp
recently. Ele
Irenee du P {
S.B. in mec

M IT in 194.
Tower Hill
Astronomica
the Greater
C ouncil. He
member of
1963.

William t
a five ye
Hartmann x

M IT in 193
Skidmore, C
becoming a
is a director
of C ommerc
Art Council,
Institute oc

call 49140950
r Miss Sherman
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TECHNICOLOR' / A PARAMOUNT PICTIIRE
Student Discounts Mhon-Thu

AU1 day plus Fri. Mat.
Specil REates for Groups

and Theatre 'Partle, 262-1.N

Hayden hosts exhbift
Prof mankes ii i in 'biz

relating to high efficiency power
processing, which includes apparatus
such as armplifiers, inverters, and
converter regulators. The company also
has substantial hardware contracts
from which it expects to make its most
substantial financial gains Last
January, Bose speakers first came off
the production line. The pace is now
up to one every five minutes. Thus far
the corpoation has faced no financial
troubles and demonstrates no need to
go public. It has 75 stores in 25 states
among its list ,of outlets and is in the
process of looking for expansion space
from its present site of two buildings.

Dr. Bose reports that the whole
venture had an interesting beginning.
While writing his doctoral thesis, Bose
decided music would be very helpful.
After buying equipment according 'to
specifications he found the sound to be
distasteful and concluded there was a
definite need to end the stagnation that
had settled upon the field. The success
of his decision to enter the business is
attested to by the speakers rolling off
the assembly line and the money
rolling in.

of 85 photograph

A3BBey CINIEMA
00 Comm. Av. Boston I blocs
from Kenmore Sq. Toward B.U.
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Fe Am aege dkpon
weekend e

Date dring up for the Big Bash?
0X prep shool roomie com ing to case the campus?
Brother mushinrgdown from Dart mouth for the weekend?
Sis jeting in for a Harvard Square Happening?
Great! Put them up in style for only $8.50 (single) per
night on sweekends, at the Cambridge Charter House.
There's wonderful food in our Five Chateaux Restaurant
and our Tivoli tCoffee House. An intimate lounge. Free
parking. Delightful atmosphere. And the town's most
wonderful view of the Charles, seacon Hill, and the
Boston Skyline.
All for ony $8.50 per night, student wekend rate. To
enjoy this appeaingly low rate, all your student guests
have to do is show some form of college identification
when registering. Really now, aren't you glad you're an
underred - and can amaze your friends with our
speial offer?.

CAMBR1IDGE CH-ARliTEf7R HOlUSE
5 Cam1 Park, on th Carin befn
Longfellow Bridge and Selene® Musseum
"*T1TEL CORPORATION OW AMERICA:

II

a i~Do youthinlk ,:

i a brxght ye ~Ad sht d spend ,->
his most/ maginatire yearts na

-the samne ass/gnments

Neither' do we

gradually. The record can be termed 2
cross between a jam and compose/
playing-it often seems as if the grout
will start with-a score, and gradually
ignore it more and more, occasionalU
losing the listener in the process.

Side one is made up of thre
numbers. The first, 'That's it for the
Other One" is divided into thre
sections: Cryptical Envelopment
Quadlibet for Tenderfeet, and Thn
Faster We Go, -the Rounder We GeL
These three sections are rathe-
self-descriptive. The first might be
described as an addictive process, ir
which the record rather' gets you
hooked, After that, you proceei
through the beginner's stage, to the
basic message, which is that the group
gets rounder (less square) the faste-
they get. However, there can be too:
much of a good thing, as i.
demonstrated when the end of the
number (which is not particularl;
defined as such) dissolves into a grey
fog of soud, utterly without form C
meaning.

Round Form

The second and third number.
(New Potato Cabqpse and Bort
Cross-Eyed) are much in the same vein,
The former is a blending of jazz and
hard rock, not at all unpleasant. Born

C ross-Eyed has a freer form than rock
allows for. It is interesting to note that
the beat remains the same throughout
side one(except in the cases when it
disappears completely), but the tune
and form changes. The end of side one
is one of the few points on the record:
where the group resorts to singing;:
however, even the words ('Seems-like
I've been here before") take the-
listener back 'to the beginning of thei
side, to listen to it all again in about a-
one-minute space.

!
Alligator

Side two is primarily devoted to.
Alligator, a cut which is an excellent-
combination of instrumental and vocal
phrases. The outstanding part of thisis}
the intermittent kazoo solos which:
keep cropping up at various places.'
Basically, the words are a southern
blues song made up of anecdotes about
9ligators, then set to a rock beat. Onv
again, the group does not feel.
constrained by either the music or then
beat, however. This time, as the tune
evaporates, it leaves a series of jungle 
calls, indicative of the theme of the
cut.

Alligator, despite its length and
depth, tends to be somewhat boring at 
times. This is especially noticeable ini
the section of the record immediateldy
following, the jungle calls. If there is.

(continued on page 81 
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`"30 Is A Dangerous Age, Cynthia"I
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Lei'|'sdrf, l ,S orv
By Steven Shladover

The Boston Symphony Orchestra's
second week of concerts consisted of a
program of works by three Czech
composers in honor of the fiftieth
anniversary of the -funding of the
Czech irepublic. The opening selection
was the section of Bedrich Smetana' s
symphonic cycle, "Ma Vhast" (My
Country), entitled "From Bohemia's
Meadows and Forests". This received a
brisk and dynamic, but mechanical,
performance which was also too loud.
Somehow, the feeling of the music got
lost under an impressively slick veneer
of sound. It was almost as if Lensdorf
used this work as a rather perfunctory
opening exercise to prepare the
orchestra for the rest of the evening's
work.

The orchestra certainly was
prepared to cope with the challenges
posed by the second work on the
program, Leos Janacek's "Sinfonietta,"
Op. 60, being given for the first time
by the Boston Symphony. This unusual
piece, actually a suite of fanfares based
on Moravian speech rhythms, calls for
an oversize orchestra, including
fourteen trumpets, three tubas, and
four trombones. Where the orchestra
found all the extra brass players is a
mystery, considering the uniformly
excellent quality of the sound they
produced. The entire orchestra
sparkled in this scintillating, showy
piece, and Leinsdorf kept thingsiI-

I

I

Friday and Saturday 
'"MORGAN" ;

Sunday - Monday -Tuesdav
'qE MARX BROTHFRS

CGO WEST' E
Shows daily 5:30, 7:30, 9:30 '0

! Matinees Sat. and Sun at 3:30 

~~ I
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moving quite efficiently throughout.
A program of Czech symphonic

Inevitable Dvorak

music without a selection by Dvorak
would be unthinkable, so Maestro
Leinsdorf obliged by concluding his
program -with the popular Dvorak
Symphony No. 8 (formerly known as
No. 4). AlthoUgh this reading was
undeniably- exciting, it was quite
disappointing. Late romantic music like
this should "sing" lyrically, and

sometimes do it in a leisurelymanner.
Leinsdorf concerned himself with
technical precision and crisp attacks,

and he got them. His tempt wlee
anything but leisurely, with theresult
that'. the performance gave an
impression of impatience and a desire
to be finished as soon as possible
which was not appropriate. The sound
produced was admirable, but the same
could not be said for the enmotiona!
expression.

It is regrettable that the eveniry':
interpretations were not on a level yith
the technical achievements. Thh
represented a rather distorted stateof
affairs, considering that technique h
only a means of realizing the end of
musical expression.

Anthem of the sun-The Grateful
Dead. Warner Brothers-Seven Arts L.P.
No. WS-1 794.

By Tony Lima

For those of you who haven't
heard, "Anthem of the Sun" is an
unusual record. It brings to mind such
past hits as-'SergeantP epper" and the
Electric Prunes "Mass in F Minor."
Basically, the structure of the record
comes across as a mini-opera, with
individual numbers having distinctions
only in the ears of the listener. There is
literally no separation, either on the
grooves or in the sound. However, the
changes can be heard, even if only

You may select special-
ized: jobs, or broad systems-
type jobs. Or you can choose
not to change assignments if
you'd rather develop in-depth
skills in one area.

Either way,-we think
you'll like the Hughes ap-
proach.

It means you'll become
more versatile in a shorter
tim e. r-- ----- --

That's wvhy we have a two-
year Rotation Program for
graduating engineers who
would prefer to explore several
tech n ical I areas. And that's why
many of our areas are organ-
ized by function- rather than
by project.

At Hughes, you might
work on spacecraft, communi-
cations satellites and/or tacti-
cal missiles during your first
two years.

All you need is an EE, ME
or Physics degree and talent.

If you qualify, we'll arrange for
you to work on-several different
assignments ... and you .can
help pick them.

i~~~~~~~~~~~~~
i .J| HUGHES,
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

AERtOMPAC
e

DIVI1lONS

(And your
salary will
show it.)
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I( CAMPUS IlNTERVIEWS-=
October 21 &22, 1968

Representatives of several activities of Hughes Aircraft Company (each with highly-
specialized personnel requirements and separate interview schedules) will visit your 

I
g campus. If your career interests lie in one or more of the following fields of aero-

i space/electronics, contact your Placement Office TODAY to make sure your name
i gets on the interviewing schedule for HUGHES AEROSPACE DIVISIONS:
i
I Microwave & Antenna Engineering Electro-Optical Engineering 
| Guidance & Controls Engineering Microcircuit Engineering 

~ Spacecraft Design Engineering Space Systems Engineering 
+ ~ Components & Materials Engineering Missile Systems Engineering -

1 W V)eapon Systems Engineering Circuit Design Engineering 
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Ii
iT

Ij~~ .U.S. Citizenship required/An equxal opportunity employer. I
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e In-plant classes are now being conducted on the premises of major businesses
and industries. For information call, 536-6380.

e Attention Progsram ChaiPrman. Free speakers avaablle now. Interesting, in-
formatiive. Call 536-6380,

• .m ram _w- _ _. . _ -.....m . .................... _ _m, _ra _~, ~, .. ................. _

FREE DEMONSTRATIONS I II vThe EvelynWood i
Tuesday, October 15 | Reading Dynamics Institute iBTul18 esday, October 15

Hotel 128, Dedham, 8 pm | 17 Arlington Street, Boston, Mass.

Please send. me additional information. I under-Holiday Inn, Cambridge, 8 pm l stand that I am under no obligation and no sales- 
m man wvill call.Wednesday, October 16 | I

INameIBattle Green Inn, Lexington, 8 pm
IPhone

17 Arlington Street, 5 and 8 pm
I Address!Thursday, October 17 l . ... -

City State ' Zip Codeg- _Hawthorne Hotel, Salem, 8pm L_& .__ '-.... I

Evelyn Wood

READING' D Y NAMICKiS iNST°ITUTE
17 ARLINGTON STREET--536$6380 l0 DORRANCE STSUITE 644

B0STON9 MASSACHUSETTS$ PROVIDERGE, RHIO'DE ISLAND
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too years ago, people read the
way you're reading right now.

Word by word. About 300
or.so words a minute.

And too years ago, that kind
of reading didn't cause any
problern-. You could keep up
with what was happening pretP
well.

But today, our knowledge is
exploding so fast that people
who want to keep ahead are ac-
tually falling behind. There's
simply too much So read. Too
much homework. T1 oo many
books. Too many reports and
memos.

What's the solution? Learn
how -to read faster and better.

You can do it. too. So far over
300,000ooo other people have- done
it. People *with different jobs,
different educations. Students,
businessmen, housewives.

These people have all taken
a course developed by Evelyn
hTood, a prominent educator.
And all of them have at least

661 I

exhibiton of American and European
photography is now showing in Hayden
aglesry. The selection of 85 works by
75 photographers will run through
November 10.

Richie Havens will perform at Kresge
Friday October 18. Havens will be
performing songs from his album
"Something Else" in his own folk style.

:/.*
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tripled their reading speed with
equal or better comprehension.
Most- have increased it even
more. Some have increased it mo,
even 20 times.

Think for a moment what that
means.

All of them-even the slowest
- can now read an average
novel in less than two hours.
They can read this ad in I5 sec-
onds. They can read an entire
issue of Time in i5 minutes.

They don't skip or skim either.
They read every single word.
Nor do they use machines. In-
stead, they let the material thev're
reading determine how fast they
read.

And -mark this well -thev
actually understand more and
enjoy more than when they read
like you. That's right. They re-
member more. They enjoy more.

You can do the same thing-
even if you're a relatively slow
reader nov. In fact, if you don't

at least triple
ability, the course
a thing.

your reading
V-on't cost you

The MIT Dramashop will present two
one-act plays in the Little Theatre of
Kresge at 8:30 Friday and Saturday
evenings. Eugene Ionesco's "Jack-or
the Submission'' and Bertolt Brecht's
"The Measures Taken" will. be
presented with a critique and
refreshments following

Light Seven, a contemporary

This is the same course Presi-
dent Kennedy had his Joint
Chiefs of Staff take. The same
one Senators and Congressmen
have taken.

It's eight weeks long. 2Y/2 hours
-a week, with classes held regu-
larly in Boston and suburbs.

Shouldn't you find out more
about it? You can, simply by
coming to a free one-hour dem-
onstration.

We'll show you a film. Ex-
plain the course more fully. Ans-
wer any 'questions you might
have.

You'll be under no pressure to
enroll. If you don't want to, fine.
But do come. It could change
your life.

For further information use the
coupon below or phone KE 6-
638o; In Providence, 272-4830.

Only Bic would dore to torment a beauty like this. Not the girl...
the pen she's holding. It's the new luxury model Bic Clic...designed
for scholarship athletes, lucky card players and other rich campus
socialites who can afford the expensive 49-cent price.

But don't let those delicate good looks fool you. Despite hor-
rible punishment by mad scientists, the elegant Bic Clic still wrote
first time, every tinie.

Everything you want in a fine pen, you'll find in the new Bic
Clic. It's retractable. Refillable. Comes in 8 barrel colors. And like
oll Bic pens, writes first time, every time... no matter what devilish.
abuse sadistic students devise for it.

._ Waterman-Bic Pen Corporation, Milford, Connecticut 06460
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SBrandenburg.' Concerti
I

receive Grand Prix
Ay Ray Ergas

hnere is a new recording set out which should appeal to musical putists. It is a
ecording of the six Brandenburg Concertl of Bach (BWV 1046-1051) on the

original instruments for which Bach wrote the concerti The performance is by the
Concentus Musicus of Vienna under the direction of Niklau's Harnoncou-t. This
first recording" (Telefunken SAWT 9459/60-A) won a Paris Gran Prix du
DDisque.
The award is certainly well deserved. The Concentus Musicus plays in the finest

European chamber music tradition, with elegance and virtuo sity. They have a very
. e1ow sound that is often mnissing in American chamber groups. However, there
is a point where mellownaess becomes fuzziness, and there are places in the
recording where this occurs.

·antique instruments
Among the instruments used are viola de gambas, blockfloeten, querfloeten,

clarin trumpets, and naturhorns. A viola de gambais slightly smaller than a cello
and has a peculi.x sound because of its ornate shape. Blockfloeten and querfloeten
are eighteenth century recorders and wooden flutes respectively. The most
interesting instruments of all were the brass. Neither the trumpets nor horns had
vIres in Bach's day, and what was played is simila to a bugle or hunting horn.
Such instruments are extremnely limited in the number of notes they are able to
pay. It is also very difficult to play them, as anyone who has heard a bugler
play'"Taps will recall. In fact, these instruments are limited to the notes
CC-GC-E-G-B (flat?) -C-D-E-F-(sharp?) -GA-B flat-B-C. The question marks
indicate notes which are not quite in tune with the scale used in music today, and
theygive the music a rather charmingly sour turn at timnes.

Bach makes it hard
Givenr these difficulties, it would seem mhat uacn would write simple parts for

these instruments. Not Bach. They are at times as intricate as solo violin parts.
Haring a clarin trumpet execute one of these parts (with trills no less!) is an
amazing and worthwhile experience. The sound of these valveless instruments is
uite different from ordinary brass. The first valve was not invented until 1824,
'd composers like Mozart (4 Horn: concerti) and-Beethoven (Horn Sonata in F)

0ote for the valveless horn. Even Mahler (Symphony No. 3) calls specifically for

In any case, we shall soon have an opportunity to hear these instruments. The
ncentus Musicus is schedules to be at Sanders Theatre, Harvard, on Nov. 13,

ponsored by the Cambridge Society for Early Music. More information should be
ivailable in the near future.

stop reading
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By Jay Kunin

"This is only a work of fiction. The
truth, as always will be far stranger."-
With these words from the forward of
"2001: A space Odyssey," Arthur C.
Clark summed up the movie of the
same name in an address Wednesday
evening in Kresge Auditorium.

After the audience of about 500
waited 25 minutes for the microphones
to function, Clarke discussed the film
he co-authored with producer-director
Stanley Kubrick. Asking the group how
many had seen the movie, Clarke got.
nearly a -100% response. About one
fourth of the audience had read the
novel, which was written
simultaneously in an effort to avoid the
lack of complexity and excitement
often seen in scenarios.

'Son of It'
In his hour-long speech, Clarke

discussed the genesis of the film, the
technical difficulties and techniques
involved and sidetracked to talk about
science fiction in general. The film was
conceived by Kubrik, who called
Clarke in Feb., 1964, at his home in
Colombo, Ceylon, with the idea of
making the "proverbial good science
fiction movie." Clarke, who disliked
most science fiction films (he suggested
the title of the typical film-"That, Son
of It"), discovered that Kubrick was
indeed the man who could make such a
movie.

Clarke met with Kubrick, and plans
were made; in the meantime, Clarke
taught his partner astronomy,
computer theory and metaphysics,
among. other things. Kubrick was, in
Clarke's words, "the most intelligent
man I know in terms of sheer IQ." The

(continued from page 6)
variation in this segment, it is too small
for the equipment the record was being
played on to pick up.

Garcia-Weir
One good reason ror putting up

with this is the guitar work between
Jerry Garcia and Bob -Weir which
immediately follows this, which is
some of the best to be found
anywhere: Then is a section which is
essentially the word"alligator"
alternating between the two sides of
the stage. This comes through as might
be expected on a stereo system.

The second cut on this side is
C aution (Do Not Stop on the Tracks).
The drum becomes a train, and the
story line (the only time this occurs on
the album) is about a fellow who
consults -a gypsy about his girl.
However, this rapidly disappears, and
moves into another formless mass.

Basically, this album represents a
step forward in the total record world.
It is definitely one which should be on
the shelves of fans of the West Coast
sound.

SMICON LABEORATORIES, INC.
I 520 Bonner Road I
I Wauconda, Illinois 60084 1

I NAME I
I I
I ADDRESS I

I CITY I
I I
lSTATE ZIP JL'om=M mmmSWa W SMm 

plot of the story was taken basically
from "The Sentinel," a short story
Clarke had written in 1948; but
Kubrick suggested that they co-author
a novel in order to bring more ideas
and depth into the film. A year and a
half after their first meeting, MGM
began shooting the film in England,
expecting a cost of $5-6 million. At
final estimate it cost twice as much and
took a 'year longer than originally
planned due, according to Clarke, to
the fact that they had no idea how
much it would take to create many of
the special effects.

Zero gravity .
There were 200 special effects

sequences, subdivided into thousands
of pazts, often from scratch. -But some,
like the zero-gravity kitchen, already
exist (in this case made by Whirlpool).
Clarke defended the scene in which
astronaut David Bowman crosses a
vacuum without his helmet as being
accurate according to experiments.
However, he held his breath, which
would be fatal-Clarke said that he
wasn't there when that sequence was
filmed.

Clarke also noted that they had to

cheat a little with some details-"if you
make things too realistic no one wigl
believe you."

Clarke mentioned that people keep
"seeing things that I didn't know we
put there, and see some I know we
didn't put there." .He swore
emphatically that the letters of HAL
being ahead of IBM is a coincidence;
but the audience's response indicated
they didn't quite believe it.

Insurance?
Making an accurate, contemporary

science fiction movie is a dangerous
business. Afraid that if the Mariner
Mars probes found life on the planet it
would greatly diminish the effect of-
the film, Kubrick went to Lloyd's of
London. They continued uninsured,
according to Clarke, because the price
was "astronomical." When the Russians
announcedthe success of Lunik 9, the
Kremlin public relations office called
Clarke for a comment, since his books
were being sold in Russia. He asked for
royalties. He got them. About the time
the film was released, the first pulsar
signals were , discovered. Clarke
congratulated the MGM publicity
department.

Only a small segment of the scientific com-
munity is aware that United Nuclear, well
known for its activity in uranium mining and
nuclear fuel manufacturing, is also one, of
the nation's most important research and
engineering organizations in the dynamic-
nuclear power industry:

In our new Research and Engineering
Center in suburban Westchester, New York,
several hundred scientists, engineers and
technicians of virtually every discipline are

Photo by Saundeis

Arthur C. Clarke spoke in
Kresge Auditorium Wednesday on
his part in producing the movie
"2001, A Space Odyssey."

The beginning sequence, which
Clarke called "the longest flashback in

I

the history of movies," was so ,
that people have asked him howte
trained the apes. He answers, "It-a
easy. -

After his talk, Clarke ai"w -

questions. Naturally, he was askeld
explain the ending. He refuses 1
discuss it with anyone who hasn't sE
the movie, read the book and seen ihl
,movie again, ad infimitum. When ask
to explain the monolith, he reph
"The first time around it's a teach
machine, the second time a bhg
alarm, the third a space warp and th
fourth, God." HAL the computer a
the subject of many questions: Wh
did HAL fail? Ans: Wait for t.
sequel-"Son of HAL." Question: W
is there a red 'malfunction' button on
perfect computer? Answer: 'Ne
question.' Among those freaked ou
during "the only legal trip" was the go
in San Francisco who ran toward tha
screen yelling 'it's God! It's God!"

As for the future, Clarke said 4
would have another article coming o0
in a few months in the "scientif
journal that publishes all my papf
and works, Playboy." "It will give y
an excuse."

I7--

busy designing and developing awide range
of processes and equipment related to com-
mercial nuclear power.

It's a challenging new, rapidly expanding
field in which there are exciting career
growth opportunities, with rewards for tal-
ented people who can contribute initiative
and imagination. And you don't have to
spend time in training .. we give you full
professional and scientific assignments im-
mediately upon joining the company.

OUR COMPANY REPRESENTATIVES PLAN
TO BE ON CAMPUS ON OCTOBER 15.

TO ARRANGE AN INTERVIEW, PLEASE SEE YOUR PLACEMENT DIRECTOR.
Inquiries are welcome from interested candidates at any time.

Grasslan

Call or Write DONALD NV. BONACCI .Personnel Director

o{nc 'uCElAwR
@ sCORPOCRAT101

ids Road, El-msford, N.Y. 10523 [ (914) 592-9000
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M. A. Greenhill presents

PETE

re A T a.M-a 8:30

SYP.OTNY HALL
CO 6-$4./3./.92

Tickef: $4.50/3.50/2.50

332 MASSACgSETTS AVE., CABBIDGE
Located next to Seymour Chevrolet

DIANA and HERBERT AT Y'fOUR SERVICE
AIL TYPES OF IHAMUTS HERE

Loniq hcair short hair, Europenc and our
added Syealct res: gmr gult qad {exd
beard ~ q)
FOR APPOU M PHONE 804~~
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The -rrdpicker is a marking pen
that pir):" names, gleans words, and
highlights them all in bright yellow. You don't
use it to write down the words you have to
remember. You use it to write over them.

The Yellow-Billed- Wordpicker.
It reminds you how smart you should be.

[And for 49c, you shouldn't have to be l
rerninded to buy one.
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slope leading to the Soldiers and Sailors
Monument. Here, large black flags were
in evidence, leading to the possibility
that this demonstration was organized
well in advance. About 5,000 students
were present, but there was no set
.program. People just stood up and
spoke at random.

Just as the massed rally began to
sing "We Shall Overcome," four mer
carrying a huge Wallace for President
placard waded into the crowd. As they
reached the other side the rally quickly
broke up as most of the protestors
followed the Wallace supporters down
the Common to the underground
garage. When questioned before they
drove off in a '68 Cadillac, the men
said they had taken the risk because
"Wallace is the only American running
for President this year."

One of the few violent incidents by
an otherwise noisy but well-behaved

News Analysis

(continued from page 1)

entertained." However, some
pro-Wallace supporters answered "I
came to hear a great man speak," and
"Wallace is simplistic on complex issues
beyond all belief, but so is this crowd
simplistic, they don't even know what
they're hissing and booing at." There
was a middle ground, however,
between the pro and anti-Wallace
demonstrators. One- man,
conservatively dressed, answered, "I
came to decide how to vote, and this
scene just might make me give Wallace
my vote."

Although the Wallace organizatidn
had put out statements that a large
number of off-duty policemen and
fixemen would be present to deal with
demonstrators. this-reporter elicited a
rather interesting comment from an
off-duty policeman: "If people don't
come here to voice their opinion,
they'd be agreeing with him. When you
get a nut like Wallace in power, you
can be sure that intelligence has
vanished. Wallace campaigns on a
platform of fear. The guy's preying on
the fears of the "little man."
Humphrey should be campaigning
harder, and Muskie should do more
campaigning more around here."

"N'Pot fit to be President"
But of all these, perhaps the most

relevant idea of the night was "I was
stationed down South for two years,
and I feel it's my duty to protest this
man after what happened in Selma and
Birmingham. This man's simply not fit
to be President. I feel that I must stand
up and be counted."

The crowd near the bandstand
dispersed rapidly as Wallace hurried
away upon the completion of his
speech. Immediately afterward, about
twenty priests and ministers, many of
them from Boston College, staged a
protest of their own against Wallace.
Many persons hurled cries of
"Communists" and obscenities at them
as they silently filed out a few minutes
later.

-One of the priests, a Jesuit studying
at Boston College, offered as his reason
for demonstrating: "George Wallace is
selling the people a bill of goods. He's
running on a platform of fear. The
leopard isn't about to change his spots.
He's offering simplistic answers to
extremely complex questions." The
clerics said they were primarily moral
theologians.

Shortly after this, another
demonstration was in progress on the

.Ii

BL@W, YOURSELF UP
TO POSTER SIZE.----..

Get your own Photo posfer. Send any Black and White or
Color Photo. Also any newspaper or magazine photo.

PERFECT POP ARTt A $2s.00 Value for
Poster rolled and mailed in sturdy
tube. Original returned undamaged. u
Add 50C for postage and handling
for EACH item ordered, Add Local
Saes Tax. No C.O.D. Send check ,:
Lash or KM.). To: 3;4 R T7H.Q

PHOTO MAGIC Frame for 2x3 F. Postr only $3.50
210 E. 23rd St., Dept. 352 New York, N.Y. 10010

Dealer inquiries invited

78 BROOKLINE AVE., BOSTON C AT FENWAY PARK

crowd was when a man carrying a
Wallace sign and claiming to be a Poish
freedom fighter was mobbed by 30
demonstrators, who attempted to beat
him. A few students, including some
anti-Wallace demonstrators from MIT
pushed them back until Boston police
arrived and escorted the man away
from the scuffle.

Police clear Common
At about 6:45, Boston ponuce

noved into the Common aboard MTA
busses, and immediately attempted to
clear the Common of everyone who
even faintly resembled a student.
Working from the center outward, and
issuing orders to "Either move or be
moved," the police cleared the
Common's west meadow in about 15
minutes. Although there was an
immediate rush toward Park Street,
many persons remained, but were
finally removed without incident.

Police grim but restrained
(continued from page 1)

heckling the candidate as he tries to deliver a sober, clearly thought out, policy
statement. And all the white supremicists and hyper-nationalists out in
televisionland will be duly outraged by this lack of respect for a candidate for the
nation's highest office, and will either be convinced to vote for Wallace and
LeMay, or redouble their campaign efforts if they are already convinced.

Less noise than planned
Actually, it was rather surprising that the crowd did not attempt to outshout

the candidate, as they did when Hubert Humphery came to town. Apparently the
criticism of the actions of the anti-Humphrey demonstrators has had some impact.
Although the students emotion would occasionally break loose in chants of "Sieg
Heil" or "What about Selma?", the noise was seldom sustained. -

It was surprising, too, that there was no violence. Both sides in this sham battle
were morally indignant, and there is no surer way to provoke violence than to
place two groups in close proximity, each of whom may feel called upon to
physically demonstrate their righteousness to the other, and when one side
(Wallace's) actually stood to benefit from the political reaction of just such a
conflict. Police restraint

In view of all this, a word of praise is in order for the Boston police. Grim
they seemed, in their helmets and facemasks, their restraint in handling the
situation did not cause ill-feeling amon the students. At the same time, their quick
action in stopping a minor scuffle prevented it from growing into a major battle.
They were present and available, but not overbearing. Compared to the overkill
tactics of the Chicago police, the Boston department reacted admirably to the
Wallace visit, as they did to Humphrey's.

Although it would have been emotionally impossible for those present, the
most effective protest against George Wallace's campaign would have been to
stand silently facing away from him. A demogogue likes nothing better than a
chance to battle with those whom his supporters hate. Hecklers hurt Humpgrey,
because he seeks votes among the sort of people who heckled him. Wallace, in
contrast, benefits from the protesters' acts, since his votes will come from those
who oppose the students' position. Their presence and vilification of him merely
confirm his status in the eyes of his followers as the defender of all that remains
pure in America.

I

New Xc @4

Among the latest innovations in
education at MIT is the "new" 8.04. In
an attempt to find a better way to
present the material, the course intends
to make use of many new teaching aids
and to 'leave them for student use.
Along with the text, lecture, and
section meetings, exercises with taped
commentary on the solutions axe
available. There are also films and other
visual aids relating to the material being
studied, which the student may see
whenever he wishes.

The emphasis in the course is
student independence and selectivity.
The student can make use of whatever
he sees fit at a time he finds
convenient. While this experiment, like
all others, cannot be evaluated until it
is complete, is points toward a
desirable increase in academic
independence for the future.
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Week-end positions available
for skiers to sinstruct high school
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NEW YORK CP S)-With the
P residential elections one month away,
leftist -student and peace organizations
across a broad spectrum have begun
planning a "fall election offensive,"
opening a new phase in the national
protest of the electoral system which
began in Chicago last month and which
will continue through the inauguration
in January.

The National Mobilization to End
the War in Vietnam (known as MI obe'
for short), a loosely formed
organization which in the past has
coordinated many of the mass anti-war
demonstrations and which earlier this
year called for the protest in Chicago,
is the one group so far to beco'e
specific about its plans.

M obe leaders say they are calling on
students to 'iind new ways of voting
this year-in the streets-rathex than in
the polling places" since voting for one
of the three major candidates gives no
chance to vote for ending the Vietnam
wax now.

Protest activities

At'an initial planning session this
week in New York, Paul P otter, a
former SDS president who is now on
the m obe steering committee, said his
organization is aiming at a series of
national, ' 'decentralized" protest
activities "leadng up to, but not
including, disruption of polling places."

The thrust of the activities, he said,
will be to link the continuing war in
Vietnam with the concept that our:
present political systern, rather tha
dealing with the situation, tends to
perpetuate -it The pogram's main
features are to include: on the weekend
prior to. the elections, possible
presentation of anti-war generals at
public hearings at which the issues
surrounding. the war would be
presented, combined with' delegations
of anti-war demonstrators visiting the
nation s-. "35 key mii/tary¥ bases,"
located mostly in the East and South,
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saying that Nixon should be judged
mainly on the merits of his advisors-
and then criticized the "idiotic stand"
of Nixon's probably Secretary of the
Treasury, a man whose writing Prof.
Samuelson assigns to students as a
prime example of outdated views.

He asserted that Nixon 'could
probably forestall any recessiormy
trends "if he were bolder than he is"
He added that Nixon would likely sit
back and watch unemployment
increase for a while, but would
probably try to do something about it
as the mid-term elections approached,
and, again, as he himself faced
r e-election. Lilke most progressive
academicians, Prof. Samuelson is a.
supporter of Vice-President Humphrey.

Balance of payments
As for the balance of payments

problem, Prof. Samuelson said that,
although he sees "less disimprovement"
in Great Britain's plight, he remains a
pessimist concerning the perennial
deficit of the United States. There has
been no improvement in current
account, and although capital account
balance has improved recently, it is still
below the surplus figure of 1963. He
sees no basic improvement until the
Vietnam war-which accounts for
about one-half of our problem-is
ended. He added that he would not be
averse to a dollar devaluation if it were
handled correctly and warned that
today's speculators in gold wil lose in
the long run.

{continued from page 1)

After discussing some of the pitfalls
of forecasting, he announced that he
foresaw an increase of from $15 to $17
billion in third quarter GNP. This
.would be down from an increase of
$22 billion in the secofid quarter, but
still a larger increase than many of his
fellow economists have forecasted. He
cited a decrease in the rate of personal
saving which accounts for the current
boom in the auto industry and in
durable goods. Although he expects a
further decrement in the fourth
quarter, he declared that he would be
very surprised if the major economic
weaknesses envisioned by many of his
contemporaries actually come to pass.

He said that there would be
tremendo us political pressure in
Washington if the unemployment rate
surpassed 41/2%. He added that a mixed
economy "likes ak. little nflation," and
dislikes anti-inflationary _forces. He is
confident that there will be no
prolonged slowdown since "what
Congress does, it can also undo."

Nixon recession?
In a question and answer period

following his speech, the subject turned
inevitably to politics. Prof. Samuelson
was asked to comment on the
prospects of a recession under a
Republican administration, an
occurrence which seems to be
traditional following years of
Democratic prosperity. He began by

.

The Tripleheader has a
pop-up sideburn trimmer. A
handy, coiled cord. And a 110/
220 voltage selector.

It comes in both a Cord
and a Rechargeable model.

And it won't pull or nick

Some mrnenthinkthe only
way to get a good,'close shave
is with a blade.

If that's what you thirk,
we'd like to tell you something
aboutthe N'or;ec Tripleheader
Speedshaver",

In a very independent
laboratory, we had some very
independent men shave one

side of their faces with a lead-
ing stainless steel blade, and
the other side- with a new
NJoreico Tripleheader.

The results showed the
Tripleheader shaved as close
or closer than the blade in 2
out of 3 shaves.

The Tripleheader has
three rotary blades inside nlew,
thin, MicrogrooveTm heads that
'float,' so it follows your face,
to shave you closer.

or cut.
IBecause it shaves your

beard.
t.,

w Not your face.

you can't'gt a~nycloser
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Now from Van Heusen . . . the scent of adventure ...
Passport 360 ,,. the first to last and last and last!

Friendsl Seniors! Sheepskin chasersl. Lend an ear to'a
rewarding career irr menswear marketing, rnerchandising, engi-
neering at Van Heusern! For full information, send-your name and. -
address to: College Grad Department, The Van Heusen Company, -
417 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10016 , - .. .

,~~~~~h lp Co!ay-n. '0 'at4n S ,et -e ok NY 0. -

0@1968North Assler Cain BPhilipis Comapany;-7nc., too ~Esast4nd street, New York, N.Y. 10017:I:

Samuelson attacks views Eleetion Lprotest plan
staging marches and '%ove-ns," movement. We. have
concluding: with the declaration of good reasons for wh;
November 2 as Vietnam Sunday and Students
urging clergymen opposed to the war Jeff Jones, a mer
to speak out against it to their the group that 'the N
congregations; the organization of mass assembly this weeker
rallies on the eve of Election' Day be discussing the po
supporting a boycott of the elections as for a studentstrike
irrelevant and illegitimate, combined day in whic studer
with activities the following. day, dasses in order tc
including mass demonstrations at activities opposed t
polling places of the major candidates That same proposalsThat same proposal
plus various other activities, includding scussed the follows
leafleting and guerilla theate SDS national confer
performances, at other polling places C ooado.
all across the country. Students,*M obe sa

War'~as issutear as iss~e - ,the -connections bets
'The important point aboutM obe's

planning," P otter said, "is that it soc iety a s they see totheir universities to b
provides a chance to re-introduce the e deral goveme
war in Vietnam as an issue nationally."gsemday, it urges them

The gathering, attended by about activities on 'pointin
20i marked the first such meeting il exist between the w
the city of radical campus and peace the univesity
groups interested inl protesting the teachins, conronta
elections, but already the lines of boards or other a('political difference could be seen forcing universities
emerging.

Jeff Shero, editor of the New York
to attend classes Nov¢underground newspaper, Rat, objected Ttend wasses soThere was also sor

to so strong a connection between the
elections and .the war. 'We should try atodtnth posever;
to tie the protest more to the on-going d wlom seerwill walk out on
demands of the movement. "The wax is
kind of an old issue." cite That doy

Objections were also raised to the tide shoo hasbe
idea of counter-election polls at which the dachas benof the teachers' strike.
persons opposed to the three major The political
candidates could cast their vote at an planning session-.will
alternative polling place set up for the-
day by the-'protestors.

begin fir-ming up their
'That tends to give the idea that we M obe wil begin rele

just don't have a choice this time," its ps sometimene
Sheo said, 'when in fact we've never
had a choice." - SPAUMtpc;

Other speakers emphasized the need - , .i ,. a
fox clear explanation of why- the
election protest is being staged. While
supporting the proposal for a boycott,
one activist contended, "This is goiig | ,- .· L.

to be the first day of the test of the

of economic pessimists

a
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Batters
By Jay Zager

The M IT Varsity baseball team, st
looking for its first victory of the fi
season, went down to its sixth straig
defeat Wednesday, losing to Best(
University, 4-3 on a chilly afternoon (
Biggs Field. With several key playe
out for fall intercollegiate sports at
others unable to play due to illne

'C oach Fran O'Brian was forced to use
makeshift lineup, a problem which h
hurt the batsmen throughout the fi
campaign. And, as has bee
characteristic of previous Tech losse
the team was hurt by poor fieldiJ
execution and by a lack of clutc
hitting.

Tech scores first

M IT got off to'a quick start in tl
top of the first inning (BJ served as tl
host team), as left fielder Jot
Compton '70 reached second on a t
base throwing error, and scored who
the BU pitcher threw away a grout
ball hit by Bobby Dresser '71. But tl
inning came to a quick end as Dress,
was caught stealing and, after a wal'
the next two batters went down.

M IT's starting ' pitcher was P
M ontgomrnery '71, and he looked shal
as he set down the terriers in the firs
B n__ssas~sola ~ B~ L 1I

I

I
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iecides game
their own when WPI began bringing the
ball down field late in the third
quarter. But a morsent later they were
down as goalie Jeff Reynolds'69 lost
sight of the ball in the late afternoon
sun and, allowed it to get past himn for
the fxst and only score of the game.

The kickers didn't give up but they
were just unable to score. One factor
which hurt the engineers was the loss
of Co-captain Carl Everett '69 part-way
through the second period. Everett
started the game despite a leg injury
but was unable to continue°

Tomoaxow the kickers will be
attempting to break their sixteen game
losing streak with an away game against
RPI. Tech has never- beaten RPI and
lost to them 4-1 last year.

rh ST soccer team traveled to
Wednesday to try to brealk into

ictory column after losses to two
better area soccer teams, Trinity

Rovard. But despite a good effort
'the Techmen, some bad breaks
a good WPI goalie allowed the
iS to avenge last year's 4-3 loss to

h,14).
ech actually played a better game
the victors, particularly in the fist
whern they outshot WPI better
21. However, MIT's 13 first half

s on goal were just as unsuccessful
eh 0pponent's 6 as the teams took

i time break deadloecked at 0-0.
ech was n't quite as strong in the

nd alf, but they were still holding Photo b Gary DeRtdi and Caig Davi
Mark Scher '71 swings for a slow roller down the third base line, Scher

was safe at first when the throw from third pulled the BU first baseman
off the bag. in a very close game, the Terriers topped Tech, 4-3.

However poor fielding hurt him in the
second inning, as the host team scored
an unearned run to tie the score at one
all. An infield error gave BU the
go-ahead run. in the fourth inning, and
the- game, remained at 2-1 until the
fifth- En fhe hnt tnm nf thnt -innina txnthgJ .- l . .%IIL t W. lAM L lllM I'IIJ

runners on second and third, BU pulled
off a perfect suicide squeeze play, and
by the time the play was completed,
both runners had scored and the
Techmen were down by three runs,
4-1.

Tech rally falls short

"[ '~" In the sevrenth inning, Steve Gass
'72 reached second on a throwing
error, and came around to score on an.
error by the BU shortstop. But at this
point, Terrier pitcher Pat V'lineau
toughened up and retired the next
three hitters to keep the score at 4-2. It
stayed that way until the last inning
when Dresser reached Parst on yet
another error, and went to second on a
walk to Captainr Lee Bristol '69. After a
strikeout, Gass singled to ight to load
the bases, but when a pinch hitter
popped up to the infield, Tech was

'down to its last out, needing two runs
to tie the score. Sophornore Mark
Scher was the hitter and on a 3-1 count
he tapped a slow roller to third and was
safe at first when the throw pulled the
first baseman off the bag. So now the
score was 4-3, with the bases loaded,
two men down, and a pinch hitter,
Dave DeWitte '69, up at the plate. Dave
ran the count to three and two, and
then, with three runners moving on the
pitch, hit a hard smash to the third
baseman, who fielded the ball cleanly
and threw DeWitte out, giving BU a
tough 4-3 victory.

Once again the team was hurt by
poor hitting, as they managed only two
hits (the-single by GW and an earlier
hit by Bob Gerber). Earlier this year,.
the team has been one hit on two
occasions, and needless to say, the
return of several key players should
bolster the hitting attack. As for the
remainderx of the schedule, MIT has
only two games left, both on Briggs
Field. On Saturday, the Techmen host
the University of Vermont, and on
M onday, they conclude the fall season
with a ganme against M assachusetts Bay
State C ollege.

TC, LCA win
in net tourney

Theta C hi and IC A joined Burton
House in the semi-finals of the M
tennis tournament in matches on
Wednesday. The fourth spot was still
undecided, depending on the outcome
of a Senior House-Bulrton C match.

IC A blanked P GD 5-0, as Mike
Oliver '65 andP hil Henshaw '68 swept
two singles matches apiece and Rod
Riek '69 and John Drobak '69 won in
the doubles. Theta Chi backed into its
spot when Baker House was unable to
field a team on time and forfeited.

The semi-finals tomorrow have
Burton House meeting I2 A and Theta
Chi squaring off against the survivor of
the Senior House-Burton C contest.
The winners of these matches then
meet Sunday for the championship,
with the 16seos dropping into the
consolation round which also starts
tomorrow.

All losers to any of the
semi-finalists are also automatically in
the consolation round, with a chance
to finish as high as third place in the
whole tournament. The consolation
round should be completed by next
weekend.

Imer .10 --- 7_a Intp0Ps kI
.sun go-a' d

By Don Arkin
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Anmoucemdentse
The Class of 1970 will present Suniol
Prom over the weekend of November 8
and 9. Entertainment includes Ian &
Sylvia, the play "A Funny Thing
liapned on the Way to the.Forum,
Vaanilla Fudge, and Chuck Berry. Field
Day will be held Sunday, November
10, as an afterthought

October 21 is the deadline for
submitting Fulbrght, Marshall, and
Churchill fellowship appicafi6ns for
graduate study abroad dum-ng academic
year 1969-70. Interested students
should contact Dean Harold L. Hazen,
x 5243, 5-108 immediately. Rhodes
scholarship applicafions should be in
by October 3 1. Those interested shiou[/
see ]Prof. Gilbert Strang, x 2683, 2-271.

Today is absolutely the last
opportunity for June graduates to have
their Senior portrait taken for the MIT
yearbook. Anyonae who will receive a
bachelor's degree in June, 1969, or
who entered with the Class that will
graduate in June should report to the
Technique office, Rmao 457 in the
Student Cenater.

M~. Louis Menard, Diector ofthe MIT
Upward Bound program, will speak
Tuesday on "The University and Urban
Education." The speech will be at the
Harvard Graduate School of Education,
Longfellow , Rm- 100 at 8:15 pmr.

UJndergraduates, graduate stidents, and
faculty are invited to the Society of
Physics Students Steak Fry ths Sunday
on Briggs Field at 1 pm.

PAPERS DUE SOON?
TIRID OF TYPBNG.?

If you are a lousy typist,or just hate the drudgery of hitting the
keys for hours on end, we have a solution. The Tech will type
your papers for you, flawlessly, left and right sargns justified,
or centered, or any way you wish, from any rough copy you
bring in, typed or handwrittena . (At this time we are amble to
accept dictation.)

The cost. t6 you... cheaper than most gnrlfriends ...
$.40 perpage for handwritten hard copy
$.30 per page for typewritten rough copy
(Neat hand-printe rough copy wHi be cluuged the ner
rate if you can convince our secretaries that it is easy to
read.)

Bring you rough copy to the NEW Tech Offic, W20485 (next
door to the old Tech Office) any time from 9 am to 4:30 pm,
Monday through Friday.
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).:- Used skis 210 cm.plastic or
1 ext. 2198 or 491-8970

LE - 1957 Angia Romantically
with a slight shimmy $110 will
11 Margi at B14-40704 after 6

am MENIMMEMEM
�stiiD�LBPIBeah�P1B

_- -· -The $1.98 Parkerl'Touchi Z"I mi ghiter thn the. pe.
With a Touch6 fi, you can write as boldly as you think. Because R writes loud. R

writes daringly. It shouts your message across the page.
With a Touch6 i1, you also get your choice of writing tips in one of three widths-

loud, hysterical or violent. And you don't have to quit when you ru n out of ink. All
you need is a new Tip andsInk refill cartridge. Now at the special price of 3 for 98¢.

a PFeacr OF + THE PICER PEN CO, Prin

IHARVARD SO. 8:50-5:30 Mon. -$at.
Open Thurs. 'til 9. One hour free park-
ing Cehurch St. Garage with purchases

IS3 or more. M.I.T. STUDENJT CENTER
8:50 -5:30 Mon. - Sat. Sat. free-parking
in three adjacent oarking-areas
CHILDREN'S MEDICAL 'CENTER Long-

i Wood and Brookline Aves. 9:30-6 Mon.
_Sat. Parking available at Medical Center

and Deaconess Hospital garages.
Compare prices ... you'll see why SMART SHODPPERS S1HOP THE COOP

The Collegiate DepartmentStore
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Barriers separate 

- city- and technol o 
_· ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

1

anytbitg:· _--iaiba8tive. Professdita

add~d-,At- ImJt mana gers ot3

tena- to- suppl y only Qa~:i
techniologY- iraduisties except in
cases -,as NASA and ,th e
Department. 

Because of these rela 4i
cities often have' problems ii
the suppliers of high technolgt,
market betwee the two is not
structued* simply because i
used'to dealing with the other.:
course, the-money just isn't 
most cases.

Recommendations
As a step to the solution 

problem, the summer study
recommended the formation 
'Urban Teclhology Develop

Corporation" to investigate, state,
formnalize a research and develp
agenda for the needs of the
Professor Haire envisions thatsu
corporation should have a budget
twenty million a year, largely
federal funds. That would rei/
about one-fiftieth of one percentof
money currently being spent O n
problems.

Neutrals anysis 
As a result, the federal gover

would get a neutral analysis of
needs, development possibilities,j
method for eleciting response.
needed solutions. The cities w
receive a forum for stating thei nl
a focused relationship with W
suppliers, help in establishing cmi
for 'solutions, and access to a
broader spectrum of technology,

0XMMn Deok.

Tomorr ow

Soccoer (V,F) - RP, away, i2:00
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,By Geg Birntauhdt
'Matching Technology to Urban

Affairs" was tle topic Of an Urban
Systems Laboratory semnar delivered
lastM onday byP rofessorM ason Haire,
Associate Director of the Sioan School.
LDawing from the condclusions of a
summer study group from USL
worfking on the problem, Professor
Haire discussed the relationships
between the city managements and the
suppliers of modern technology.

-Barries
Explaining that a 'barrier .of

penetration" often exists between
suppliers and demanders of high
technology, P rofesso Hakre analyzed
why there is such a gap between
-present knowledge and use of it in
urban affairs. On the supplier side, he
pointed out that companies are
reluctant to commit funds for
solutions, especially system solutions,
when the payoff is likely to be so far
off in the future.

Inovation needed
Just as the companies only take

· isks on reasonable projections, so are
the city managers ikely to trust the
p3roven methods rather than try

C goa l 
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. It-I P1'AN - ExperiencedLESSONSA rally to demonstate support for tie ah
Soviet Jews wi~ be held Sunday at 2 
pm on the Boston Common. The y 354rl 7291
will be addressed by Prof. Marshall 1.
Goldman at the Parkman Bandstand i
foallowing a short prayer senvce on the WANE
steps of the Statehouse., C 

metal Call
Dr. Jobn P. Spiegel, Director of the
Lemberg Center for the Study of
Violence at Brandeis, will speak on
"The Dynamnics of Collective Violence", FOR SAL
at fie Cambridge Center for Adult beautiful
Education, 42 Brattle St., on October haggle cal
18, Admission, $2.00.

and performer, graduate of
in Yale school of music Call

naqie

5 speed trans. $799 complefe.

BOSTON YAMAHA
949 COMMOlWEALTH AVE., AT B.U. FIELD AL 4-1150

Cross Country (V) - Wesleyan,i
Guard, away, 12:30 pm 

C'oss- Country (T) - Wesleyan,
Guard, away, 12:00 

tasebal. (V) - Vemont, home, I
pmi

Saling (V) - NEISA 4-Crew Ra
.Championship Elims at Yale: NE13I
3-Crew Racing Championship Ebu{f
TJiufts

$unday

Sailing (V) - Finish of roISA
Cha mpionship Elimsns

Sailing (F) -Undecagonal at Browt

Monday

jGolf (V) - Bentley, home, 12:30pnE

Baseball (V) - Mss. Bay Cormmurdnitv
home, 4:00 pm
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